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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION:

PRODUCT DETAILS:

FPS61 TAC PACK EXTREME

An identical but cost-effective version of the FOR61 available in black or red only.  A mission focused pack with contingencies built in.  Whether 
supporting communications with its dual radio pockets, hauling ammo boxes in the side pouches, or keeping track of squad admin with the abundance of 
mesh pouches and sleeves, the FPS61 was born from the field and thrives in the field.

** A mortar carrying variant of this pack is available upon request.

Dimensions:  

Main Compartment:  24” L x 13.5” W x 6" D, Main Pocket:  13.5" x 12.5" x 5“, Ext. Top Pockets x2:  8" x 5.5" x 2“, Ext. Bottom Pocket:  13" x 6" x 3"

Side Ammo Pouches x4:  5.5" x 5.5" x 3"

Capacity:  Overall:  52.8L, Internal: 31.8L (Pockets and pouches): 26.4L Weight: 7.8 lbs., (3.53 kg) empty Colors available:  Black, Red



PRODUCT FEATURES:

PRODUCT SPECS:

For more information on this product visit: 

Contact Frank Arellanes for group purchasing information at: frank@forceprotector.com (c) 818-403-9464

✓ 1000D Cordura

✓ 400D Packcloth

✓ Ballistic Nylon

✓ Polyester Mesh

✓ High density Polymer

✓ YKK Zippers

✓ High Density Foam

✓ Military grade: Hardware, Webbings, Elastic, Binding 
Tapes, Hook and Loop, and thread.

http://bit.ly/2GQ6e1r

✓ Three external pockets, four external pouches, and many internal flexible 
load carrying options make FOR61 a great comms, medical, or general-
purpose pack where heavy loads and long durations are common

✓ “Frameless" design using .90 HMWPE -1000 as a backing plate supports the 
load with zero parts to break

✓ Main compartment as well as side cinching straps control heavy, awkward, 
or smaller loads

✓ Ergonomic Shoulder Straps keep long marches bearable, male or female

✓ Heavy duty reinforced Lifting Handle/Drag Handle, adj Sternum Strap for 
different size torsos

✓ Dual small radio pouches with antennae holes

✓ Four side pouches designed for ammo boxes but work well for many uses

✓ Mesh organizers line the bottom and middle pockets

✓ Multiple admin pouches and sleeves

✓ Drain holes in all compartments, all zippers have 550 Para Cord pulls

✓ PALS webbing on back pockets for additional attachment points

✓ TAA Compliant

✓ Lifetime Manufacturer's Warranty

mailto:frank@forceprotector.com
http://bit.ly/2GQ6e1r

